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Starting from an arbitrary background solution of the Toda lattice, we study
limits of N-soliton solutions on this given background as N tends to infinity. This
yields a new class of solutions of the Toda lattice. Simultaneously, we solve an
inverse spectral problem for one dimensional Jacobi operatorswe explicitly con-
struct Jacobi operators whose spectrum contains a given (countable, bounded) set
of eigenvalues and whose absolutely continuous spectrum coincides with that of a
given background operator.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Suppose we are given an arbitrary background solution a0 (t, n), b0 (t, n)
of the Toda lattice equations (cf. Toda [33]; we use Flaschka’s [12]
variables),
d
dt
a(t, n)=a(t, n)[b(t, n)&b(t, n+1)],
(1.1)
d
dt
b(t, n)=2[a(t, n&1)2&a(t, n)2].
We consider limits of N-soliton solutions relative to this given background
as N tends to infinity.
Our goal is to find appropriate conditions for these limits to exist and to
prove that they solve the Toda lattice equations (1.1). Connected with this
we solve an inverse spectral problem for Jacobi operators with an infinite
number of eigenvalues relative to some given background. To illustrate our
method and results in a bit more detail, let us describe the contents of each
section.
In Section 2 we begin by summarizing results on the N-soliton solutions,
N # N, relative to some given background. The key results are known (cf.
Gesztesy and Teschl [18] see also [1, 3, 7, 8, 11, 34]), but our representa-
tion for the general solutions uN in (2.13) is new. This version is more
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convenient for our purposes; a derivation can be found in the Appendix. The
given background solution a0 (t, n), b0 (t, n) defines a family of background
operators (H0 (t))t # R , H0 (t)=a0 (t) S ++S &a0 (t)+b0 (t) in l2 (Z), t # R.
(Here S\ are the shift operators, (S\u)(n)=u(n\1) for u # l (Z).) Given
N eigenvalues *j to be inserted in the spectrum and solutions ,j (t0) of
H0 (t0) ,j (t0)=* j,j (t0), ,j (t0) # l2 ([0, )), we can construct a Jacobi
operator HN(t0)=aN(t0) S ++S &aN(t0)+bN(t0) in l2 (Z) with spectrum
_(HN)=_(H0) _ [*j]Nj=1 . (*j are eigenvalues of HN(t0), but in general not
of H0 (t0), hence in general ,j (t0)  l2 (Z).) The norming constants of the
solutions ,j (t0) parameterize the isospectral torus of Jacobi operators with
_(HN(t0))=_(H0 (t0)) _ [*j]Nj=1 . If one defines the time dependence of
,j (t) via
d
dt
,j (t)=a0 (t)S +, j (t)&S &a0 (t) ,j (t) (1.2)
with the given ,j (t0) as initial condition at t=t0 , one arrives at a family
of unitarily equivalent Jacobi operators HN(t); their coefficients aN(t),
bN(t) solve the Toda lattice equations (1.1).
In Section 3 we begin to study the limits of these solutions as N tends
to infinity. Here we focus on the technical aspects of the problem. We sup-
press the dependence on the time t in this and the next section. We begin
by formulating Hypothesis H.3.1 on the given sequences [*j] j # N of eigen-
values and of associated solutions [,j (t0)]j=1 , the key requirement being
:

j=1
:

m=0
|,j (t0 , m)|2<. (1.3)
This allows us to establish convergence of the matrix
CN(t, n)=[(,j (t), ,l (t))l2([n+1, )) ]Nj, l=1 , t # R (1.4)
in trace norm and thus also convergence of det[1+CN(t, n)] as N tends
to infinity. This determinant and the matrix CN(t, n) itself are the key
objects in the definition of aN(t, n) and bN(t, n) in Section 2. Hence with
H.3.1 we are able to prove the existence of limits a (t, n) and b (t, n) and
establish convergence not only for aN(t, n) and bN(t, n), but also for several
other quantities of related interest.
Section 4 focuses on the spectral properties of the limit operator H (t).
We use convergence arguments and WeylTitchmarsh theory to prove
the main result of this section, Theorem 4.7. In this theorem we show
that the absolutely continuous spectrum _ac (H) of the limit operator H
coincides with that of the background operator H0 , similarly,
_ac (H+)=_ac (H
\
0 ), where H
\
(H
\
0 ) denotes the restriction of H
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(H0) to the positivenegative half-axis with a Dirichlet boundary condition
at n=0. Furthermore, the point spectrum _p (H) contains _p (H0) as well
as the set [*j] j # N ; the spectrum _(H) is contained in the union of _(H0)
and the closure of the set [*j] j # N . In Theorem 4.11 we study an important
class of reflectionless background operators (see H.4.10). We are able to
derive some additional results on the singular continuous and point spec-
trum of H .
Finally, in Section 5 we return to the Toda lattice. We reintroduce
the time dependence into all relevant quantities. After dealing with
the complications this causes for the technical results from Section 3,
we also establish convergence of the time-derivatives ddt aN(t, n) and
ddt bN(t, n) and thus prove our main result, Theorem 5.5, which shows
that the limits a (t, n), b (t, n) remain solutions of the Toda lattice
equations.
Limits of N-soliton solutions have recently been constructed for a variety
of nonlinear evolution equations. The first rigorous analysis of such limits
from a spectral theoretic point of view was accomplished by Gesztesy,
Kaworski, and Zhao [13, 14] who studied the Kortewegde Vries equa-
tion. Similar work was done for the KadomtsevPetviashvili equation
[30], and also for the Toda lattice [16]. However, all this work dealt with
soliton solutions on constant backgrounds. To the best of our knowledge
the present paper is the first analysis of limits of N-soliton solutions on
general backgrounds.
Related results can also be found in [6, 15, 21, 2327, 31, 36].
2. JACOBI OPERATOR WITH N INSERTED EIGENVALUES
Let us recall the main results for a Jacobi operator with N inserted eigen-
values first. Most of the results in this section can be found in Gesztesy and
Teschl [18]. Since we want to begin with the stationary case, we will
suppress the time dependence of the quantities for the major part of this
section.
We start with a background Jacobi operator H0 ,
H0=a0 S++S&a0+b0 , D(H0)=l2 (Z), (2.1)
where S \ denotes the shift-operators, S\u(n)=u(n\1), and a0 and b0 are
sequences which satisfy the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis H.2.1.
a0 , b0 # l (Z),
a0 (n)amin>0, b0 (n) # R, for all n # Z.
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(l (Z) being the space of all bounded complex-valued sequences on Z.)
Hypothesis H.2.1 guarantees that H0 is a bounded, self-adjoint operator on
the Hilbert space l2 (Z) of square summable sequences on Z. We could
work without the strict positivity of a0 (n), but then we would need a
stronger condition than H.3.1 (see below) to establish the existence of the
limit operator H . Our operators will always be bounded and hence
defined on all of l2 (Z). Thus there is little danger of confusion when we use
the same symbol H0 to denote both the operator and the difference expres-
sion in the following. In particular, we will call u0 (z) a solution of
H0 u0 (z)=*u0 (z) whenever it solves the difference equation
a0S+u0 (z)+S&a0u0 (z)+b0u0 (z)=zu0 (z), (2.2)
regardless of whether or not it is in the domain of H0 .
The double commutation method [18] allows us to insert an arbitrary
number N # N of eigenvalues [*j]Nj=1 into the spectrum of this operator.
Suppose we are given the following. (i) A Jacobi operator that satisfies
H.2.1. (ii) Eigenvalues [*j]Nj=1 , * j # R such that there exists a solution of
H0 u=* ju which is square summable near infinity (in particular, this cer-
tainly holds if we choose *j # R"_(H0), where _(H0) denotes the spectrum
of H0). (iii) Norming constants cj>0 for each of the eigenvalues *j ,
j=1, ..., N. Then we can construct a new operator HN ,
HN=aNS ++S&aN+bN , D(HN)=l2 (Z), (2.3)
with
_(HN)=_(H0) _ [*j]Nj=1 ,
_ac (HN)=_ac (H0),
(2.4)
_sc (HN)=_sc (H0),
_p (HN)=_p (H0) _ [*j]Nj=1 .
Here _ac ( } ), _sc ( } ), and _p ( } ) denote absolutely continuous, singularly
continuous and point spectrum (the set of eigenvalues), respectively.
The norming constants actually are a somewhat tricky issue. Basically,
the norming constant cj is the inverse of the l2 (Z)-norm of the function
fN, + (*j). Here fN, + (*j) is the image of a solution f0, + (*j),
H0 f0, + (*j)=*j f0, + (*j), f0, + (* j) # l2 ([0, )) (2.5)
under the transformation ((2.9), (2.13), (2.16)) that maps H0 to HN . We
have assumed that *j # R is such that there exists a function f0, + (*j),
satisfying (2.5). Since by Hypothesis H.2.1 H0 is in the limit point case near
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infinity, this f0, + (*j) is unique up to constant multiples. The problem
being, there is no natural way to normalize it. For z # C"R one can nor-
malize f0, + (z) by f0, + (z, 0)=1, but for z=* # R it is possible that
f0, + (*, 0)=0. If one tries to normalize by & f0, + (z)&l2([0, ))=1
(& } &l2([0, )) denoting the norm in the Hilbert space l2 ([0, ))) instead,
the normalization fails for wavefunctions in the absolutely continuous spec-
trum. We will define solutions f0, \ (z) by
H0 f0, \ (z)=z f0, \ (z), (2.6)
f0, \ (z) # l2 ([0, \)), f0, \ (z, 0)=1, z # C"R,
f0, \ (*)=lim
= a 0
f0, \ (*+i=), if this limit exists, (2.7)
f0, \ (*)=lim
= a 0
f 0, \ (*+i=), otherwise.
Here f 0, \ (z) is the solution of (2.6) with f 0, \ (z, 1)=1.
Since this normalization of f0, + (*j) is a bit arbitrary, we will not talk
about norming constants cj at all in the following, but rather specify a func-
tion ,j=cj f0, + (*j) that satisfies (2.5) for each eigenvalue * j , j=1, ..., N.
Given [*j]Nj=1 and [, j]
N
j=1 , we define the matrix
CN(n)=[(, j , ,l)l2([n+1, )) ]Nj, l=1 , (2.8)
where ( } , } )l2([n+1, )) denotes the scalar product in the Hilbert space
l2 ([n+1, )). This matrix CN(n) will play a central role in the following
analysis.
To simplify the notation when we consider limits in the next section, we
will consider CN(n) as an operator on l2 (N) instead of CN by setting all
components that are not explicitly defined by (2.8) equal to zero. In a
similar manner, we will from now on assume that we have an infinite
sequence of eigenvalues [*j]j # N with associated wavefunctions [,j] j # N .
We will write all the formulas for the operator HN in such a way that they
will not depend on the choice of the *j or ,j for jN+1.
To avoid confusion, we introduce the following
Convention. We use the letters j and l and write them as indices when
we want to express the dependence on the eigenvalues. E.g., *j is the j th
eigenvalue, ,j the corresponding solution of H0 . In this context we also
have the Hilbert space l2 (N). We use the letters n and m when we want to
express the dependence on the ‘‘position’’ variable and write it as an argu-
ment, as in a0 (n) or f0, \ (z, n). The corresponding Hilbert space is l2 (Z).
When we want to restrict it to the positive integers, we abuse notation
slightly; we use interval notation and talk about l2 ([0, )) or l2 ([n, )).
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Generally, as long as there is no danger of confusion, we may sometimes
write [n, ) instead of [n, ) & Z.
With these notational issues out of the way, we can now summarize the
results we need from the case of N eigenvalues.
One finds that the sequence aN in (2.3) is given by
aN(n)=a0 (n)
- det[1+CN(n+1)] det[1+CN(n&1)]
det[1+CN(n)]
, (2.9)
where CN(n) is the matrix defined in (2.8) and 1 is the identity in l2 (N).
Technically the determinants here are Fredholm determinants, but since
CN(n) has only a finite number of non-zero components, we may as well
consider them as N_N determinants.
The eigenfunctions N, j corresponding to the inserted eigenvalues *j ,
j=1, ..., N, are given by
9N(n)=([N, j (n)]Nj=1 )
T
=PN  det[1+CN (n)]det[1+CN (n&1)] [1+CN (n))]&1 90 (n),
where 90 (n)=([, j (n)] j # N )T (2.10)
and PN denotes the canonical projection from l2 (N) onto CN.
For any solution u0 of H0u0 (z)=zu0 (z) one defines
9 u (z, n)=\{W
0
n (u0 (z), , j)
z&* j = j # N+
T
, (2.11)
where W 0n(w0 , v0) is the (modified) Wronskian of w0 and v0 at the point
n # Z with respect to the operator H0 , i.e., W 0n(w0 , v0)=a0 (n)[w0 (n)
v0 (n+1)&w0 (n+1) v0 (n)]. If u0 (z) # l2 ([0, )) one can equivalently
express 9 u (z, n) as
9 u (z, n)=\{ :

m=n+1
u0 (z, m) ,j (m)= j # N+
T
. (2.12)
With this one can define
uN(z, n)= det[1+CN (n)]det[1+CN (n&1)] u0 (z, n)&\9N(n), 9 u (z, n)+l2(N) ,
z # C"[*j]Nj=1 , n # Z, (2.13)
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where ( } , } )l2(N) , denotes the scalar product in l
2 (N). It is a solution of
HN uN(z)=zuN(z), z # C"[*j]Nj=1 , (2.14)
and as n tends to plus or minus infinity, uN(z, n) has the same asymptotic
behavior as u0 (z, n) in the sense that uN(n) # l2 ([0, \)) iff u0 (n) #
l2 ([0, \)). Thus for z # C"R, if we set u0 (z)=f0, \ (z), fN, \ (z) is the
unique (up to constant multiples) solution of
HN fN, \ (z)=z fN, \ (z), fN, \ # l2 ([0, \)). (2.15)
Actually, uN(z) is defined in such a way that its asymptotic behavior near
plus infinity is the same as that of u0 (z) in a significantly stronger sense
then formulated above. We refer to Lemma 3.9 in the next section for a
precise formulation of this statement. We note that the formula given in
[18] looks quite different from (2.13); one can verify the equivalence by a
lengthy but straightforward induction argument indicated in the Appendix.
The sequence bN can be recovered from (2.13) and (2.14). It is given by
bN(n)=z&aN(n)
uN(z, n+1)
uN(z, n)
&aN(n&1)
uN(z, n&1)
uN(z, n)
,
(2.16)
z # C such that uN (z, n){0, n # Z.
The condition uN(z, n){0 in (2.16) is, for instance, satisfied for
uN(z)= fN, \ (z) and z # C"R or z=*sup _(HN).
We note that for z=*j the solution square summable near plus infinity,
fN, + (*j), is well defined (cf. (2.12)); fN, & (z) has a pole at z=*j . By the
definition of the norming constants cj ,
N, j=cj fN, + (*j).
But as we pointed out above, we will not use the norming constants cj in
our analysis.
Let v0 (z) and w0 (z) be two solutions of H0 u=zu for the same value
z # C"[*j]Nj=1 with vN(z) and wN(z) defined by (2.13). Then the (modified)
Wronskian defined below is independent of N,
W Nn (vN(z), wN(z))=
def aN(n)(vN(z, n) wN(z, n+1)&vN(z, n+1) wN(z, n))
=a0 (n)(v0 (z, n) w0 (z, n+1)&v0 (z, n+1) w0 (z, n))
=W 0n(v0 (z), w0 (z)). (2.17)
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Equations (2.3) and (2.4) allow us to estimate aN(n) and bN(n) uniformly
in N,
0<aN(n)<&HN&=*0 ,
(2.18)
bN(n)<&HN&=*0 , for all n # Z,
where *0=max[maxj=1, ..., N |*j |, sup _(H0), &inf _(H0)].
This solution of the inverse spectral problem of adding N eigenvalues to
the spectrum of a given Jacobi operator also allows us to construct N-
soliton solutions for the Toda lattice equation (1.1) on a given general
background. For this we have to reintroduce time-dependence in all the
quantities we consider. Suppose that (a0 (t), b0 (t))t # R is a given back-
ground solution of the Toda lattice equations. Then we know that the
family of Jacobi operators (H0 (t))t # R ,
H0 (t)=a0 (t) S++S&a0 (t)+b0 (t) (2.19)
satisfies
d
dt
H0 (t)=[P0 (t), H0 (t)], (2.20)
where [A, B]=AB&BA denotes the commutator and P0 (t)=a0 (t) S+&
S&a0 (t). From this we find the time dependence of the solutions u0 (t, z),
d
dt
u0 (t, z)=P0 (t) u0 (t, z), t # R, z # C; (2.21)
in particular,
d
dt
,j (t)=P0 (t) , j (t), t # R, j=1, ..., N. (2.22)
We define ,j (t), f0, \ (t, z), and u0 (t, z) for j=1, ..., N, z # C, t # R by (2.22)
respectively (2.21) with the given solutions ,j (t0), f0, \ (t0 , z) as defined by
(2.6), and u0 (t0 , z) as initial conditions. Substituting ,j (t) for ,j , f0, \ (t, z)
for f0, \ (z) and u0 (t, z) for u0 (z) in all the quantities defined above then
yields the desired time dependent quantities and in particular N-soliton
solutions (aN(t), bN(t))t # R of the Toda lattice on the given background
(a0 (t), b0 (t))t # R .
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3. CONVERGENCE RESULTS AS N TENDS TO INFINITY
In this section we collect all the technical convergence results that will be
needed to establish the existence of a limit operator H and to get some
handle on its properties. To this end, we investigate the limits of CN(n),
aN(n), bN(n), 9N(n), uN(z, n) and fN, \ (z, n) as N tends to infinity. We
consider the stationary case first and thus suppress the dependence of these
quantities on t for now.
Throughout this section we will assume the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis H.3.1. Suppose H0 is a background operator satisfying
H.2.1. Let [*j] j # N /R, |*j |*0 with some constant *0 and such that for
all j # N there exists a solution u of H0u=* ju square summable near +.
Without loss of generality we may choose *0sup _(H0), *0&inf _(H0).
Furthermore, suppose [,j] j # N satisfy H0, j=*j, j , ,j # l2 ([0, )), and
:

j=1
&, j&2l2([0, ))<. (3.1)
Once more we emphasize that specifying a sequence of solutions [,j] j # N
just means that for each eigenvalue *j , j # N we fix a normalization for the
unique (up to a constant) solution of (2.5).
Remark 3.2. (i) Our analysis of the various limits as N tends to
infinity will show that (3.1) is a very natural condition, since it is equiv-
alent to the convergence of det[1+CN(n)] to a Fredholm determinant
det1 [1+C (n)]. One can try to weaken this condition by working with
a generalized determinant, detp[ } ] instead. E.g., in order to have
det2 [1+C (n)] well-defined, one needs j, l=1 |(, j , ,l)l2([0, )) |
2<.
However, this seems only a minimal gain in generality.
(ii) The existence of a solution ,j with H0, j=*j ,j , , j # l2 ([0, ))
is, for instance, certainly guaranteed if *j # R"_(H0).
While we have formulated the key condition (3.1) in terms of the norms
&,j&l2([0, )) in l2 ([0, )), there is nothing special about the reference
point zero in this expression.
Lemma 3.3 Suppose H.3.1 holds. Then, for all n # Z,
:

j=1
&, j&2l2([n, ))<. (3.2)
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Proof. (3.2) obviously holds for all n>0. From (2.1) and (2.5) we get
the recursion relation
a0 (n&1) , j (n&1)=(* j&b0 (n)) , j (n)&a0 (n) , j (n+1), n # Z. (3.3)
Together with H.2.1 this implies
|,j (n&1)|
|* j&b0 (n)|
a0 (n&1)
|,j (n)|+
a0 (n)
a0 (n&1)
|,j (n+1)|
const1 |,j (n)|+const2 |,j (n+1)|, j # N, n # Z (3.4)
with constants const1 and const2 independent of j and n. Hence
&,j&l2([n&1, ))const &, j&l2([n, )) , j # N (3.5)
with the constant independent of j and n, which proves the assertion. K
For M # N _ [] we define the matrix CM (n) by
CM (n)=[(,j , ,l)l2([n+1, ))]Mj, l=1={ :

m=n+1
,j (m) ,l (m)=
M
j, l=1
, n # Z.
(3.6)
For M # N< we will, as in Section 2, identify the matrix CM (n) with the
operator it generates in l2 (N), i.e., we set all matrix elements not explicitly
defined by (3.6) equal to zero.
Lemma 3.4. Assume H.3.1. Then for all M # N _ [], n # Z, the
operator CM (n) defined by (3.6) is positive (in the sense of quadratic forms),
CM (n)0, (3.7)
and has finite trace norm
&CM (n)&1= :
M
j=1
&,j&2l2([n+1, ))<. (3.8)
Furthermore,
&[1+CM (n)]&1&1. (3.9)
Proof. To prove (3.7) we simply calculate
(., CM (n).)l2(N)= :
M
j, l=1
.j :

m=n+1
,j (m) , l (m) . l
= :

m=n+1 } :
M
j=1
.j, j (m) }
2
0 (3.10)
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for all . # l2 (N). (3.8) then follows, because for positive operators A,
the trace norm &A&1 is equal to the trace Tr(A). This trace is finite by
Lemma 3.3. (3.9) is an immediate consequence of the positivity, too, since
(3.10) implies for all . # l2 (N)
&[1+CM (n)].&2=&.&2+(., CM (n).)+(CM (n)., .)+&CM (n).&2
&.&2. K
Lemma 3.4 allows us to conclude convergence of CN(n) in trace norm,
and thus convergence of the determinant det[1+CN(n)].
Lemma 3.5. Assume H.3.1. Then for all n # Z
sup
mn
&C (m)&CN(m)&1 wwN   0, (3.11)
sup
mn
&[1+C (m)]&1&[1+CN(m)]&1&1 wwN   0. (3.12)
(& } &1 denotes the trace norm.) This then implies
det[1+CN(n)] wwN   det1[1+C (n)]exp(&C (n)&1 ), (3.13)
both the convergence and the estimate in (3.13) being uniform with respect to
n in intervals of the type [a, ) & Z, a # Z.
Proof. To see (3.11) we estimate
&C (n)&CN(n)&1&C (n)(1&PN)&1+&(1&PN) C (n)PN&1
2 &C (n)(1&PN)&1
2 &C (n)12&2 &C (n)12 (1&PN)&2
=2 &C (n)&1 &(1&PN) C (n)(1&PN)&1 , (3.14)
where again PN is the canonical projection from l2 (N) onto CN, and where
& } &2 is the HilbertSchmidt norm. Since (1&PN) C (n)(1&PN) is of the
same form as C (n), in particular, since it is positive, (3.14) together with
(3.8) implies (3.11). (3.12) is an immediate consequence of (3.11) and (3.9),
since
&[1+C (m)]&1&[1+CN(m)]&1&1
&[1+C (m)]&1& &C (m)&CN(m)&1 &[1+CN(m)]&1&.
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(3.13) then follows from the general theory of Fredholm determinants (cf.
e.g. [32, Chapter 3]), namely from
det1[1+A]exp(&A&1) (3.15)
and
|det1[1+A]&det1[1+B]|&A&B&1 exp(&A&1+&B&1+1), (3.16)
which holds for all trace class operators A and B (see [32, Lemma 3.3 and
Theorem 3.4]). K
This gives us almost all the ingredients we need to establish convergence
of aN . The only additional result we need is a lower bound on the determi-
nant det[1+CN(n)].
Lemma 3.6. Assume H.3.1. Then for all M # N _ [] and n # Z,
det1 [1+CM (n)]1. (3.17)
Proof. We consider the case M=N # N finite first. Then we can expand
det[1+CN(n)]=det CN(n)+ :
N
j1=1
det C j1N(n)+ :
N
j1, j2=1
j1<j2
det C j1, j2N (n)
+ } } } + :
N
j1, j2, ..., jN&1=1
j1<j2< } } } <jN&1
det C j1, j2, ..., jN&1N (n)+1, (3.18)
Here C j1, ..., jkN (n) denotes the (N&k)_(N&k) matrix obtained by deleting
the j1 , ..., jk rows and columns from the original matrix CN(n). Each of
these matrices has the same structure as CN(n), in particular, they are all
positive, so det C j1, ..., jkN (n)>0 for all matrices C
j1, ..., jk
N (n), which proves the
claim for finite N. The result for M= follows from the one for M<
and (3.13). K
To establish convergence of general solutions uN(z, n) we also need the
following lemma.
Lemma 3.7. Suppose H.3.1. holds. Then for all z # R"[*j] j # N and for all
n # Z,
9 u (z, n)=\{W
0
n (u0(z), ,j)
z&* j = j # N +
T
# l2 (N). (3.19)
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Moreover, if u0 (z, n) # l2 ([0, )), then also
sup
mn
&9 u (z, m)&l2(N)<. (3.20)
Proof. For all z # R"[*j] j # N , j # N, n # Z,
}W
0
n(u0 (z), , j)
z&*j }=
a0 (n)
|z&*j|
|u0 (z, n) ,j (n+1)&u0 (z, n+1) ,j (n)|

2a0 (n)
|z&*j|
max
m=n, n+1
|u0 (z, m)| max
m=n, n+1
|,j (m)|
const(z, u0 (z), n) &, j&l2([n, )). (3.21)
Hence
&9 u (z, n)&2const(z, u0 (z), n) :

j=1
&, j& 2l2([n, ))< (3.22)
by (3.2). Equation (3.19) is proved. If u0 (z, n) # l2 ([0, )), we can choose
the constant in (3.21) independent of n, as long as n stays in an interval
[a, ) & Z for some a # Z, which proves (3.20). K
Now we can define
a (n)=a0 (n)
- det1 [1+C (n+1)]det1 [1+C (n&1)]
det1 [1+C (n)]
, n # Z,
(3.23)
9 (n)=([, j (n)] j # N )T= det1[1+C (n)]det1[1+C (n&1)] [1+C (n)]&1 90 (n),
(3.24)
where 90 (n)=([,j (n)]j # N )T, n # Z, and
u (z, n)= det1[1+C (n)]det1[1+C (n&1)] u0 (z, n)&(9 (n), 9 u (z, n))l2(N) ,
(3.25)
where
9 u (z, n)=\{W
0
n (u0 (z), ,j)
z&* j = j # N+
T
, z # C"[*j]j # N , n # Z.
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In particular,
f, \ (z, n)= det1[1+C (n)]det1[1+C (n&1)] f0, \ (z, n)&(9 (n), 9 f0, \ (z, n))l2(N) .
(3.26)
Our previous lemmas, in particular, (3.9), (3.13), (3.17), and (3.19),
guarantee that all these expressions are well defined.
Theorem 3.8. Assume H.3.1. Then for all n # Z
sup
mn
|a (m)&aN(m)| wwN   0, (3.27)
&9&9N&l2(N)l2([n, )) wwN   0, (3.28)
|u (z, n)&uN(z, n)| wwN   0, (3.29)
in particular
| f, \ (z, n)& fN, \ (z, n)| wwN   0. (3.30)
Moreover, for all u0 (z) # l2 ([0, )) and for all n # Z,
sup
mn
|u (z, m)&uN(z, m)| wwN   0. (3.31)
If v0 (z) and w0 (z) are two solutions of H0 u=zu, and v (z) and w (z) are
defined by (3.25), then
W (v (z), w (z))=W 0 (v0 (z), w0 (z)), z # C"[* j] j # N . (3.32)
Proof. (3.27) follows from (3.13) and (3.17).
To prove (3.28) we estimate
&9 (n)&9N(n)&l2(N)
 } det1[1+C (n)]det1[1+C (n&1)]&
det1[1+CN (n)]
det1[1+CN (n&1)] }
_&[1+C (n)]&190 (n)&l2(N)
+ det1[1+CN (n)]det1[1+CN (n&1)]
_&[1+C (n)]&1&[1+CN(n)]&1& &90 (n)&l2(N) . (3.33)
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So
&9&9N&2l2(N)l2([n, ))
= :

m=n
&9 (m)&9N(m)&2l2(N)
2 :

m=n }
det1 [1+C (m)]
det1 [1+C (m&1)]
& det[1+CN(m)]det[1+CN(m&1)] }
2
_&[1+C (m)]&1&2 &90 (m)&2l2(N)
+2 :

m=n
det[1+CN(m)]
det[1+CN(m&1)]
_&[1+C (m)]&1&[1+CN(m)]&1&2 &90 (m)&2l2(N)
2 sup
mn } 
det1 [1+C (m)]
det1 [1+C (m&1)]
& det[1+CN(m)]det[1+CN(m&1)] }
2
_ :

m=n
&90 (m)&2l2(N)
+2 sup
mn \
det[1+CN(m)]
det[1+CN(m&1)]+
_ sup
mn
&[1+C (m)]&1&[1+CN(m)]&1&21
_ :

m=n
&90 (m)&2l2(N) . (3.34)
m=n &90 (m)&
2
l2(N)=&90&
2
l2(N)l2([n, ))=

j=1 &,j&
2
l2([n, )) is bounded
for all n # Z by (3.2). Together with (3.12), (3.13), and (3.17) this shows
that the right-hand side in (3.34) converges to 0 as N tends to infinity.
Equation (3.29) follows from
|u (z, n)&uN(z, n)|
 } det1[1+C (n)]det1[1+C (n&1)]&
det[1+CN (n)]
det[1+CN (n&1)] } |u0 (z, n)|
+|(9 (n)&9N(n), 9 u (z, n))l2(N) |
 } det1[1+C (n)]det1[1+C (n&1)]&
det[1+CN (n)]
det[1+CN (n&1)] } |u0 (z, n)|
+&9 (n)&9N(n)&l2(N)&9 u(z, n)&l2(N) , (3.35)
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(3.13), (3.17), (3.19), and (3.28). Equation (3.31) follows by a similar argu-
ment using (3.20) instead of (3.19). Equation (3.32) is an immediate conse-
quence of (2.17) and (3.29). K
To give a meaningful definition of b (n) in analogy to (2.16) we have to
verify that for any given n # Z it is possible to choose z in such a way that
u (z) is different from zero for at least one solution u0 (z). Since at this
point we have not proved that u (z, n) is the solutions of a difference
equation, this is a bit more involved than it might seem at first sight. We
begin by studying the asymptotic behavior of wavefunctions. To avoid dif-
ficulties that might be caused by zeros or near zeros of the background
wavefunction u0 (z), we restrict our attention to the values of the wavefunc-
tions on some subsequence [nk]k # N Z.
Lemma 3.9 Assume H.3.1. Then for all z # C"[*j] j # N there exists a
sequence, [nk]k # N , nk+1>nk , nk # Z, such that for all M # N _ [],
|u0 (z, nk)&1 uM (z, nk)&1| wwk   0, (3.36)
the convergence being uniform with respect to M # N _ [] and independent
of the particular choice of u0 (z). In particular, for all M # N _ [],
z # C"[*j] j # N , j # N,
fM, \ (z){0, M, j {0. (3.37)
Proof. Given z # C"[*j] j # N , set
c~ (z)=min \12 , infn # Z
a0 (n)
|z&b0 (n)|+a0 (n&1) +>0 (3.38)
by H.2.1. Define the sequence [nk]k # N by
nk+1=min[n>nk | |u0 (z, n)|c~ (z) |u0 (z, n+1)|] (3.39)
and set n0=0. We have to verify that for each nk there exists an nk+1<;
this can be done by using the recursion relation
u0 (z, n+1)=
1
a0 (n)
[(z&b0 (n)) u0 (z, n)&a0 (n&1) u0 (z, n&1)]. (3.40)
One can easily show that the assumption |u0 (z, n)|<c~ (z)|u0 (z, n+1) for
all n>nk leads to a contradiction.
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With nk defined as above, we obtain
u0 (z, nk)&1 uM (z, nk)
= det1 [1+CM (nk)]det1 [1+CM (nk&1)]
&(9M (nk), u0 (z, nk)&19 u (z, nk))l2(N) , M # N _ [], k # N.
(3.41)
Since &,j &l2([n, )) wwn   0 for each j # N and their sum 

j=1 &, j&2l2([n, ))
is bounded by (3.2), we can conclude by the Weierstrass test that
&CM (n)&1j=1&,j&2l2([n, )) wwn   0. Thus, since 1det1 [1+CM (n)]
exp (&CM (n)&1) (cf. (3.13) and (3.17)), the first term in (3.41) tends to one
as k tends to infinity. To control the second term we estimate
|u0 (z, nk)&1 [9 u (z, nk)] j |
= } a0 (nk)z&* j (,j (nk+1)&, j (nk) u0 (z, nk)&1 u0 (z, nk+1) }

a0 (nk)
|z&*j |
( |,j (nk+1)|+c~ (z)&1 |, j (nk)| )const(z) &,j&l2([nk, ))
(3.42)
for z # C"[*j] j # N . Hence
|(9M (nk), u0 (z, nk)&1 9 u (z, nk))l2(N) |
&9M (nk)&l2(N) &u0 (z, nk)&1 9 u (z, nk)&l2(N)
&9 (nk)&l2(N) const(z) \ :

j=1
&,j&2l2([nk, ))+
12
wwk   0 (3.43)
by the Weierstrass test and (3.2).
Since all our estimates are uniform with respect to M # N _ [] and
independent of the particular choice of u0 (z), the convergence in (3.36) is
of the same type.
To establish (3.37) we note that f0, \ (z) and in particular 0, j can have
at most isolated zeros. The sequence [nk]k # N as defined by (3.39) is chosen
in such a way that it avoids any such zeros. Therefore (3.36) implies
(3.37). K
Lemma 3.10. Suppose H.3.1 holds. Then for all *3*0 , and all n # Z,
f, + (*, n)>0.
Proof. For *>sup _(H0), f0, + (*) can be chosen positive. Given
n^ # Z the previous lemma guarantees that we can find an n~ >n^ such
that |f0, + (*, n~ )&1fN, + (*, n~ )&1|< 12 for all N # N. I.e., fN, + (*, n~ )>
1
2 f0, + (*, n~ )>0 for all N # N. Since fN, + (*) # l
2 ([0, )) and fN, + (*, n~ )>0,
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for each N # N we can find an nNn~ , such that fN, +(*, nN)>0,
fN, + (*, nN)>fN, + (*, nN+1). Then by (2.3), (2.6), and (2.18) for *3*0
fN, + (*, nN&1)=
1
aN(nN&1)
_((*&bN(nN)) fN, + (*, nN)&aN(nN)fN, + (*, nN+1))
>
1
*0
(*&*0&*0 ) fN, + (*, nN) fN, + (*, nN). (3.44)
Proceeding by induction we find fN, + (*, n&1)> fN, + (*, n) for all nnN ,
in particular, fN, + (*, n^)> fN, + (*, n~ )> 12 f0, + (*, n~ ). Since by (3.30)
fN, + (*, n^) wwN   f, + (*, n^), this proves the lemma. K
With this result out of the way, we can finally define
b (n)=z&a (n)
f, + (z, n+1)
f, + (z, n)
&a (n&1)
f, + (z, n&1)
f, + (z, n)
,
z=*3*0 , n # Z. (3.45)
(Actually, (3.45) holds for all z for which the right-hand side makes sense,
and for each n there is at most a countable set [+k]k # J , JN, +k # R for
all k # J, for which f, + (+k , n)=0. Also, we can replace f, + (z) in (3.45)
with a general solution u (z) as defined by (3.25).)
Theorem 3.11. Suppose H.3.1 holds. Then for all n # Z
|b (n)&bN(n)| wwN   0. (3.46)
Proof. The claim follows from (3.27), (3.30), and Lemma 3.10. K
4. SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF THE LIMIT OPERATOR H
Having defined the limit operator H , we can now turn to a study of its
spectrum. We refer to Berezanskii [2, Chap. VII], Carmona and Lacroix
[4, Chap. III], Gesztesy, Krishna, and Teschl [15], Gesztesy and Teschl
[18], and Khan and Pearson [22] for the results we will use on spectral
theory of Jacobi operators.
Theorem 4.1. Assume H.3.1. Then the operator
H=a S++S&a+b , D(H)=l2 (Z), (4.1)
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(S\ being as before the shift-operator (S\u)(n)=u(n\1)) is a bounded
self-adjoint Jacobi operator on l2 (Z). Moreover, HN converges to H in the
strong resolvent sense; i.e., for all f # l2 (Z), z # C"R,
&[(H&z)&1&(HN&z)&1] f & wwN   0. (4.2)
Proof. Equation (2.18) gives a bound on | aN(n)| and | bN(n)| that is
uniform in N. Since aN(n) tends to a (n) (cf. (3.27)) and bN(n) tends to
b (n) (cf. (3.46)) as N tends to infinity, this bound holds in the limit as
well,
| a (n)|*0 , | b (n)|*0 , n # Z. (4.3)
Thus H is bounded, D(H)=l2 (Z). Since a (n), b (n) # R for all n # Z,
it is symmetric and thus self-adjoint (since it is bounded).
Strong resolvent convergence will follow from strong convergence, since
our operators are bounded. Let /[&n, n] be the characteristic function of the
interval [&n, n]. Then
&(H&HN) f &l2(Z)&(H&HN)/[&n, n] f &l2(Z)
+&H&HN& &(1&/[&n, n]) f &l2(Z). (4.4)
Since &H&HN&&H&+&HN&2*0 , and since &(1&/[&n, n]) f &l2(Z)
wwn   0 for all f # l
2 (Z), we can make the second term arbitrarily small
independent of N # N by choosing n large enough. For fixed n # [1, ) & Z
the first term converges to zero as N tends to infinity, because the coef-
ficients aN(n) and bN(n) converge pointwise by (3.27) respectively
(3.46). K
For each N # N, *j , j=1, ..., N are eigenvalues of HN . We are now ready
to prove that they are eigenvalues of the limit operator H as well.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose H.3.1 holds. Then
[*j] j # N _p (H), (4.5)
i.e., *j , j # N are eigenvalues of H . The corresponding eigenfunctions are
, j as given by (3.24). For j # N
H , j=*j, j , 0<&, j &l2(Z)1. (4.6)
For all z # C"[*j]j # N and each solution u0 (z) of H0 u0 (z)=zu0 (z), u (z) as
defined by (3.25) solves
H u (z)=zu (z). (4.7)
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Proof. The first part of (4.6), i.e., that , j is a solution of
H , j=*j, j follows, because for j # N, jN # N, N, j is an eigenfunc-
tion of HN and because of the convergence results (3.27), (3.28), and (3.46).
Equation (3.28) also shows
&, j&l2(Z)= lim
n  &
&, j&l2([n, ))= lim
n  &
lim
N  
&N, j &l2([n, ))1,
(4.8)
since &N, j &l2([n, )&N, j&l2(Z)=1 for all N # N. Thus (4.6) is proved. By
(3.37), , j {0 for j # N and (4.5) follows.
Equation (4.7) is a direct consequence of (2.14), (3.27), (3.29), and
(3.46). K
The following lemma will be useful in the further study of the spectrum
of the limit operator H .
Lemma 4.3. Suppose H.3.1 holds. Then for all z # C"[*j] j # N there exists
an n~ # Z and constants c1 (z), c2 (z)>0 such that for all nn~ and all solu-
tions u0 (z) of H0 u0 (z)=zu0 (z) with corresponding solutions u (z) of
H u (z)=zu (z)
c1 (z)&u0 (z)&l2([n, ))&u (z)&l2([n, ))
c2 (z)&u0 (z)&l2([n, )) . (4.9)
In particular, for z # C"[*j] j # N , u (z) # l2 ([0, )) if and only if u0 (z) #
l2 ([0, )).
Proof. We begin with the lower bound, making extensive use of
Lemma 3.9. Given z # C"[*j]j # N define c~ (z) and the sequence [nk]k # N as
in (3.38) and (3.39), respectively. Then
:
nk+1
m=nk+1
|u0(z, m)|2<\ :

m=0
c~ (z)2m+ |u0 (z, nk+1)|2= 11&c~ (z)2 |u0 (z, nk+1)|2.
(4.10)
Choosing n~ such that for all nkn~ the inequality u0 (z, nk)&1 u (z, nk) 12
(cf. Lemma 3.9) holds we get for all nn~
&u (z)&2l2([n, )) :

k=1
nkn
|u (z, nk)| 2 12 :

k=1
nkn
| u0 (z, nk)|2
 12 (1&c~ (z)
2) &u0 (z)&2l2([n, )) . (4.11)
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On the other hand, for z # C"[*j] j # N , n # [0, ) & Z we can estimate,
using (3.13) and (3.17),
| u (z, n) } det1[1+C (n)]det1[1+C (n&1)] u0 (z, n) }+|(9 (n), 9 u (z, n))l2(N) |
exp _12 &C (n)&1& |u0 (z, n)|
+ :

j=1
, j (n)
a0 (n)
| z&*j |
_( | ,j (n+1) u0 (z, n)|+| , j (n) u0 (z, n+1)| )
exp _12 &C (0)&1& | u0 (z, n)|
+ sup
n # [0, ) & Z
a0 (n) sup
j # N
1
| z&*j |
_[&9 (n)&l2(N) &90 (n+1)&l2(N) |u0 (z, n)|
+&9 (n)&l2(N) &90 (n)&l2(N) |u0 (z, n+1)|]. (4.12)
By H.2.1 supn # [0, ) & Z a0 (n)*0 ; since z # C"[* j] j # N , supj # N (1|z&*j | )
<; by (3.24), (3.9), (3.13), and (3.17) for n # [0, ) & Z
&9 (n)&l2(N)exp[ 12 &C (0)&1 ] &90 (n)&l2(N)
exp[ 12 &C (0)1 ] &90&l2(N)l2([0, ))< (4.13)
by (3.1). Therefore, (4.12) becomes
| u (z, n)|const1 (z) |u0 (z, n)|+const2 (z) |u0 (z, n+1)| (4.14)
and
&u (z)&l2([0, ))c2 (z) &u0 (z)&l2([0, )) . K (4.15)
In order to study the absolutely continuous spectrum of H we will
employ Weyl m-functions. Define for M # N _ [0] _ [],
mM, \ (z)=aM (0)
uM, \ (z, 1)
uM, \ (z, 0)
, z # C"R, (4.16)
where uM, \ (z) is the unique (up to constant multiples) solution of
HMuM, \ (z)=zuM, \ (z), uM, \ (z) # l2 ([0, \)). (4.17)
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We note that several different definitions of mM, \ (z) are used in the
literature; its key properties, however, are independent of what convention
one uses.
Let H \M denote the restriction of HM to the positive (negative) half-axis
with a Dirichlet boundary condition at n=0. Then (4.16) is equivalent to
mM, + (z)=aM (0)2 ($1 , (H +M &z)
&1 $1 ),
mM, & (z)=aM (&1)2 ($&1 , (H&M&z)
&1 $&1 )+z&bM (0), (4.18)
M # N[0] _ [], z # C"R,
where $n (m) is the Kronecker delta, $n (n)=1, $n (m)=0 for n{m.
Since H \M has the same coefficients as HM , &((H
\&z)&1&
(H \N &z)
&1) f &l2(Z) tends to zero when N tends to infinity for all f # l2 (Z),
z # C"R (cf. Theorem 4.1). Together with (4.18) this implies
m, \ (z)= lim
N  
mN, \ (z)= lim
N   \aN(0)
fN, \ (z, 1)
fN, \ (z, 0) +
=a (0)
f, \ (z, 1)
f, \ (z, 0)
, z # C"R. (4.19)
We define for M # N _ [0] _ [],
mM, \ (*)=lim
= a 0
mM, \ (*+i=) (4.20)
for all * # R for which this limit exists. One can easily verify that mM, \ (z)
is a Herglotz function; i.e., mM, \ ( } ) is analytic in the open upper half-
plane C+=[z # C | Im z>0], Im mM, \ (z)>0 for Im z>0. By the general
theory of Herglotz functions (cf., e.g., [28]) the limit in (4.20) exists for
(Lebesgue) almost every * # R.
For M # N _ [0] _ [], let \ \M denote the spectral function associated
with H \M , [\~ M, j, l]
2
j, l=1 the (2_2 matrix-valued) spectral function
associated with HM , \M its trace, \M=\~ M, 1, 1+\~ M, 2, 2 . Let d\ (\)M denote
the corresponding spectral measure, i.e., the BorelStieltjes measure
generated by \ (\)M and d\
(\)
M, ac its absolutely continuous component. One
verifies (cf., e.g., [5, Chap. 9, in particular Sect. 5; 10, Section 2.3; 18; 20])
\M (*)&\M (&)=lim
$ a 0
lim
= a 0
1
? |
*+$
&+$
Im[MM ({+i=)] d{, (4.21)
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where
MM (z)=GM (z, 0, 0)+GM (z, 1, 1)
=
&1+aM (0)&2 mM, + (z) mM, & (z)
mM, + (z)+mM, & (z)
. (4.22)
Here GM (z, n, m) denotes the Green’s function of HM , i.e.,
GM (z, n, m)=($n , (HM&z)&1 $m), n, m # Z. The second equality in (4.22)
can easily be verified from the explicit representation
GM (z, n, m)=
uM, + (z, n>) uM, & (z, n<)
WM (uM, + (z), uM, & (z))
, (4.23)
where uM, + (z) and uM, & (z) are the solutions of (4.17) and
n>=max(n, m), n<=min(n, m). From this and the corresponding for-
mulas for d\ \M one derives (cf. [19, 20])
Lemma 4.4. The sets
7\M, ac=[* # R | 0<Im[mM, \ (*)]<] , M # N _ [0] _ [],
(4.24)
are minimal supports of d\\M, ac , i.e., d\
\
M, ac(R"7
\
M, ac)=0, if 77
\
M, ac
with d\\M, ac(7)=0 then m(7)=0, where m( } ) denotes Lebesgue measure
on R. Moreover,
7M, ac=7+M, ac _ 7
&
M, ac (4.25)
is a minimal support of the trace measure d\M, ac .
For the proof see [19, Lemma 3.2; 20, Proposition 1] (see also [22]).
While these papers both treat the continuous case, the explicit form of the
operator is not used in these proofs.
The absolutely continuous spectrum _ac (H (\)M ) then is the essential
closure of 7(\)M, ac ,
_ac (H (\)M )=[* # R | m((*&=, *+=) & 7
(\)
M, ac )>0 for all =>0]. (4.26)
Hence, in order to find the absolutely continuous spectrum of H , we have
to study the imaginary part of m, \ (*), * # C"R.
We begin with a more detailed analysis of the solutions f, \ (z, n). From
(3.26) we get
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f, \ (z, n)=\ det1[1+C (n)]det1[1+C (n&1)]
& :

j=1
, j (n) a0 (n) ,j (n+1)
z&* j + f0, \ (z, n)
+\ :

j=1
, j (n) a0 (n) ,j (n)
z&*j +
_f0, \ (z, n+1), z # C"R, n # Z. (4.27)
Clearly, for * # R"[*j]j # N such that f0, \ (*, 0){0, and hence f0, \ (*)=
lim= a 0 f0, \ (*+i=),
lim
= a 0
f, \ (*+i=)=;1 (*, n) f0, \ (*, n)+;2 (*, n) f0, \ (*, n+1), (4.28)
with ;1 (*, n), ;2 (*, n) # R for all n # Z. To study the same limit for
* # [*j] j # N , we employ an argument from [13]. For the convenience of the
reader we present a proof here.
Lemma 4.5. Let [:j] j # N , [*j] j # N /R with [:j] j # N # l1 (N). Define
gM (z)= :
M
j=1
:j
z&*j
, M # N _ [], z # C"R. (4.29)
Then for almost every * # R,
lim
= a 0
g (*+i=)= lim
N  
lim
= a 0
gN(*+i=), (4.30)
the limit being finite and real for (Lebesgue) almost every * # R.
Proof. Define C+=[z # C | Im z>0], D=[z # C | |z|<1],
D=[z # C | |z|=1], and introduce the mapping {,
{:
C+  D, R  D,
(4.31)
z [ w=
z&i
z+i
, *j [ }j=
*j&i
*j+i
,
with inverse
{&1:
D  C+, D  R,
(4.32)
w [ z=i
1+w
1&w
, }j [ *j=i
1+}j
1&}j
.
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Then for w # D (z={&1w # C+),
hM (w) := gM ({&1w)= :
M
j=1
i: j (1&} j)(1&w)
2(}j&w)
, M # N _ [], (4.33)
the sum converging locally uniformly for w # D. We rewrite (4.33) as a
CauchyStieltjes integral,
hM (w)= :
M
j=1
(1&w)
i:j (1&}j)
2}j
}j
}j&w
=(1&w) |
2?
0
d+M (t)
eit
eit&w
, M # N _ [], w # D, (4.34)
with a complex-valued function +M of bounded variation. We decompose
+M into four real-valued, non-decreasing functions, +M=(&1&&2)+
i(&3&&4). Then by Theorem 3.5 of Duren [9], hM # Hp for 0< p<1, and
(cf. [9, Theorem 3.2 and its proof]) we can estimate its Hp-‘‘norm’’ (not
really a norm since p<1),
&hM&Hp := sup
0r<1
1
2? |
2?
0
d% |hM (re i%)| p
Cp (&&1&+&&2&+&&3&+&&4&)=C p :
M
j=1
|1&}j | |:j |, (4.35)
0< p<1, M # N _ [],
with constants Cp , C p>0 (&&j& denoting the norm of the measure
generated by &j , i.e., the L1 ([0, 2?])-norm of &j). This estimate also implies
&h&hN& H p wwN   0. (4.36)
We define h M (w0) for w0 # D as the nontangential limit of hM (w) with
w # D whenever this limit exists. By (4.36)
h =Lp& lim
N  
h N , 0< p<1. (4.37)
Thus for almost every (in the sense of Lebesgue measure on [0, 2?])
w0 # D, h  (w0)=limN   h N(w0), the limit being finite and real. Since {
maps sets of Lebesgue measure zero on R into sets of Lebesgue measure
zero on D,
h  ({*)= lim
N  
h N({*) (4.38)
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for almost every * # R. Hence, in order to prove (4.30) we only have to
verify that {(*+i=) converges nontangentially to {(*) as = tends to zero.
This is equivalent to (set w= {(*+i=), w0={(*))
Re(1&w= w 0)
|w0&w=|
const.>0 (4.39)
for all =>0, which can be verified easily. K
This allows us to prove
Lemma 4.6. For (Lebesgue) almost every * # R,
lim
= a 0
( |f, \ (*+i=, 0)| 2 Im[m, \ (*+i=)])=lim
= a 0
Im[m0, \ (*+i=)].
(4.40)
In particular, (4.40) holds for all * # R"[*j] j # N for which f0, \ (*) (as defined
by (2.7)) satisfies f0, \ (*, 0){0.
Proof. For * # R define
v*0, \(*)=Re[ f0, \ (*)], w
*
0, \(*)=Im[ f0, \ (*)]. (4.41)
Since H0 is self-adjoint, both v*0, \(*) and w
*
0, \(*) solve Hu=*u, though
possibly w*0, \(*)=0. For z # C we now define v
*
0, \(z) and w
*
0, \(z) as the
solution of (2.2) with
v*0, \(z, 0)=v
*
0, \(*, 0), v
*
0, \(z, 1)=v
*
0, \(*, 1),
(4.42)
w*0, \(z, 0)=w
*
0, \(*, 0), w
*
0, \(z, 1)=w
*
0, \(*, 1).
With this definition, for all * # R, v*0, \(*)=lim= a 0 v
*
0, \(*+i=) and
w*0, \(*)=lim= a 0 w
*
0, \(*+i=). Also, for a.e. * # R, (for all * # R for which
f0, \ (*, 0){0, cf. (2.7)), f0, \ (*)=lim= a 0 f0, \ (*+i=). Hence for a.e. * # R,
lim
= a 0
Im[m0, \ (*+i=)]=Im _a0 (0) f0, \ (*, 1)f0, \ (*, 0) &
=\| f0, \ (*, 0)|&2W0 (w*0, \(*), v
*
0, \(*))
=\lim
= a 0
W0 (w*0, \(*+i=), v
*
0, \(*+i=)). (4.43)
We define v*, \(z) and w
*
, \(z) by (3.25) with background solution
v*0, \(z) and w
*
0, \(z), respectively. Applying Lemma 4.5 to (4.27) we find
that for a.e. * # R,
lim
= a 0
f, \ (*+i=, n)=;1 (*, n) f0, \ (*, n)+;2 (*, n) f0, \ (*, n+1), (4.44)
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with ;1 (*, n), ;2 (*, n) # R for all n # Z. Similar equalities hold for v, \ (z)
and w, \ (z). Therefore, for a.e. * # R,
lim
= a 0
v, \ (*+i=)=lim
= a 0
Re[ f, \ (*+i=)],
(4.45)
lim
= a 0
w, \ (*+i=)=lim
= a 0
Im [ f, \ (*+i=)].
Thus, for a.e. * # R,
lim
= a 0
|f, \ (*+i=, 0)|2 Im[m, \ (*+i=)]
=\lim
= a 0
W (w*, \(*+i=), v
*
, \(*+i=))
=\lim
= a 0
W0 (w*0, \(*+i=), v
*
0, \(*+i=))=lim
= a 0
Im[m0, \ (*+i=)]
(4.46)
by (3.32) and (4.43), implying (4.40). If * # R"[*j] j # N and such that
f0, \ (*, 0){0, one verifies that we can omit the qualifier ‘‘for almost every’’
(* # R) in all the steps of the proof. K
Given Lemma 4.6 we can formulate our first main theorem, which
describes the spectrum of the limit operator H .
Theorem 4.7. Suppose H.3.1 holds. Let H be the limit operator
H=a S++S&a+b , D(H)=l2 (Z), (4.47)
with a and b defined by (3.23) and (3.45), respectively. Let H \0 (H
\
)
be the restriction of the background operator H0 (of H) to the
positivenegative half-axis with, e.g., Dirichlet boundary condition at n=0.
Then
_ac (H0) _ _p (H0) _ [*j]j # N _(H)_(H0) _ [*j] j # N , (4.48)
_ac (H)=_ac (H0) , _ac (H \)=_ac (H \0 ), (4.49)
_p (H0) _ [*j] j # N _p (H) (4.50)
(_p ( } ) denoting the point spectrum, i.e., the set of eigenvalues, _ac ( } ) the
absolutely continuous spectrum). In particular, the spectral multiplicity of
H is the same as that of H0 for almost every * # _ac (H0), for
* # R"_ac (H0) it is at most one. The eigenfunctions corresponding to the
eigenvalues *j are , j , as given by (3.24),
H , j=*j, j , 0<&, j&1. (4.51)
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Proof. (4.49) follows from (4.24), (4.25), (4.26), (4.40), and
lim= a 0 f, \ (*+i=, 0){0 for a.e. * # R (since lim= a 0 m, \ (*+i=) is finite
for a.e. * # R). We note that in fact _ac (H\) is independent of the bound-
ary condition at n=0. (4.51) was proved in Lemma 4.2, so in order to
establish (4.50) we only have to verify _p (H0)_p (H). We use the fact
that the double commutation method allows to remove eigenvalues as well
as to add them (cf. [18]). Therefore, if *&1 # _p (H0), we can remove it by
double commutation to get an operator H&1 . Then H0 is the operator H&1
with an additional eigenvalue *&1 inserted, HN is the operator H&1 with
additional eigenvalues *j , j=&1, 1, 2, ..., N. If we can verify that H&1
satisfies Hypothesis H.2.1, Lemma 4.2 implies _p (H0)_p (H). The coef-
ficients a&1 and b&1 of H&1 are bounded, because its spectrum is. They are
given by formulas (2.9) and (2.16), respectively, with N=1 and an
imaginary norming constant c&1 . One verifies that both a&1 and b&1 are
real-valued. Moreover, since ,&1 is the eigenfunction corresponding to the
eigenvalue *&1 in this case, i.e., &,&1& l2(Z)=1, (2.9) becomes
a&1 (n)=a0 (n)
- [1&&,&1&l2([n, )) ][1&&,&1 &l2([n+2, )) ]
[1&&,&1 &l2([n+1, )) ]
=a0 (n)
- &,&1&l2((&, n&1]) &,&1&l2((&, n+1])
&,&1 &l2((&, n])
. (4.52)
As in the proof of (3.2) in Lemma 3.1 we find &,&1 &l2((&, n])
c &,&1&l2((&, n&1]) with some constant c>0. Thus a&1 (n)c&12a0 (n)
c&12amin . H&1 indeed satisfies H.2.1 and (4.50) is proved.
(4.49) and (4.50) yield the left inclusion in (4.48), the right inclusion
follows from strong resolvent convergence, as established in Theorem 4.1,
since _(HN)=_(H0) _ [*j]Nj=1 (cf., e.g., Reed and Simon [29, VIII.7],
Weidmann [35, 9.3]). K
Theorem 4.7 completely characterizes the absolutely continuous spec-
trum _ac (H) of the limit operator H ; if _sc (H0) is empty it also
describes the spectrum _(H) as a whole. It does, however, give only
limited information on the singular, in particular the singular continuous
component _sc (H), of its spectrum.
Lemma 4.8. The set
7M, s=[* # R | lim
= a 0
W(uM, + (*+i=), uM, & (*+i=))=0],
(4.53)
M # N _ [0] _ [],
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is a minimal support of d\M, s , the singular component of d\M . Here
uM, \ (z) is a solution of (4.17) for which lim= a 0 uM, \ (*+i=) is well-defined.
Suppose H.3.1 holds. Then
7, s"[*j] j # N=70, s"[*j] j # N . (4.54)
Proof. From (4.21) and (4.22) one concludes (cf. [19, 20]) that the set
of all * # R for which lim= a 0Im [MM (*+i=)]= is a minimal support of
d\M, s . This is a subset of 7M, s . On the other hand, for * # 7M, s ,
|MM (*+i=)| is unbounded as = tends to zero. Because MM is a Herglotz
function this implies m(7M, s)=0 (m( } ) denoting Lebesgue measure).
Hence the first claim follows. Equation (4.54) is an immediate consequence
of (3.32). (Note that the conclusion fails for * # [*j]j # N , because then
lim= a 0 u, \ (*+i=) might be undefined even if lim= a 0 u0, \ (*+i=) is well-
defined.) K
Lemma 4.9. Assume H.3.1. Define
S0=[* # _(H0) | f0, + (*)= f0, & (*) # l2 ([0, ))]. (4.55)
Then
_p (H)S0 _ [* j] j # N . (4.56)
Proof. By Theorem 4.7 _p (H)"[*j] j # N _(H0); by Lemma 4.8
_p (H)"[*j] j # N 7, s"[* j] j # N 70, s ; i.e., for * # _p (H)"[*j] j # N ,
f0, + (*)= f0, & (*). Suppose * # _p (H)"[*j] j # N . Then there exists a solu-
tion . of H .=*. , . # l2 (Z)/l2 ([0, )). Since H0 is a dif-
ference operators of second order, there are exactly two linearly independ-
ent solutions v0 (z), w0 (z) of H0u=zu, z # C. By (3.32) for z # C"[*j] j # N
v (z) and w (z) as defined by (3.25) are linearly independent and hence
span the space of all solutions of Hu=zu. Thus there must be some back-
ground solution .0 of H0 .0=*.0 related to . via (3.25). By Lemma 4.3
.0 # l2 ([0, )). But if there is a solution of H0u=*u which is in
l2 ([0, )), it must be proportional to f0, + (*), since H0 is in the limit
point case at +. K
Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9 give some information about the singular spectrum.
We emphasize, however, that a minimal support does in general not com-
pletely characterize the singular spectrum; even if 7, s=70, s , the singular
continuous spectra of H and H0 by no means need be equal. However,
if we can somehow show that 7, s is countable, we know that the singular
continuous spectrum of H is empty. As an example of what kind of
results are possible, we will consider background operators satisfying the
following hypothesis (cf. [15]).
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Hypothesis H.4.10. (i) Suppose H0 is a bounded Jacobi operator with
coefficients satisfying H.2.1. Then its spectrum can be written as
_(H0)=R" .
j # J _ [0] _ []
\ j , JN, (4.57)
with
\0=(&, E0), \j=(E2j&1 , E2j), \=(E , ), \ j & \k=<,
&<E0E2j&1<E2jE<, j, k # J, j{k. (4.58)
(ii) Suppose that the set of all accumulation points of the set
[E2j&1 , E2j]j # J is countable.
(iii) For almost every * # _ess (H0), m0, + (*)=&m0, & (*) (_ess ( } )
denoting the essential spectrum), i.e., H0 is ‘‘reflectionless.’’
This hypothesis is, for instance, fulfilled for algebro-geometric finite-gap
Jacobi operators as well as Jacobi operators with pure point spectrum,
provided there are at most countably many accumulation points of eigen-
values. (In the notation of (4.57), eigenvalues are described by E2l=E2k&1
for some l, k # J.) For further details we refer to Gesztesy, Krishna, and
Teschl [15], where this class of operators is thoroughly studied.
Theorem 4.11. Assume H.3.1 and H.4.10. Then, in addition to the results
in Theorem 4.7,
_(H)=_(H0) _ [*j] j # N , (4.59)
_sc (H)[* j] j # N . (4.60)
In particular, if the set of accumulation points of [*j] j # N is countable, then
_sc (H)=<.
_p (H0)[E0] _ [E] _ [E2l&1 , E2l] l # J _ [*j] j # N . (4.61)
Proof. Equation (4.59) follows from (4.48) and _sc (H0)=< (cf. [15,
Theorem 3.5]). One can show
G(z, n, m)=
&1
(z&E0)12 (z&E)12
‘
j # J
z&+j (n)
(z&E2j&1)12 (z&E2j)12
, (4.62)
where +j (n) # \j are Dirichlet eigenvalues (see [15, (3.21)] for the proof
and further details). This representation implies that M0 as defined by
(4.22) is finite for * # R"([E0] _ [E] _ [E2l&1 , E2l] l # J ). Since the set
[E2l&1 , E2l]l # J is countable by assumption, 70, s as defined by (4.53) is
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countable, which together with Lemma 4.8 proves (4.60). Equation (4.61)
follows from [15, Theorem 3.5], and Lemma 4.9. K
5. SOLITON SOLUTIONS FOR THE TODA LATTICE ON
GENERAL BACKGROUNDS
Suppose that we are given a background solution (a0 (t), b0 (t))t # R and
we want to construct soliton solutions with an infinite number of solitons
relative to this background. For this purpose we have to reintroduce the
dependence on the time t into all the quantities considered thus far.
We start with sequences of eigenvalues [*j]j # N and corresponding solu-
tions [,j (t0)] j # N , H0 (t0) , j (t0)=*j ,j (t0), ,j (t0) # l2 ([0, )) for some
t0 # R. Define the sequence ,j (t) for all t # R by
d
dt
,j (t)=P0 (t) , j (t), j # N, (5.1)
(where P0 (t)=a0 (t) S+&S&a0 (t)), with the given , j (t0) as initial condi-
tion. In order to get convergence of aN(t, n) and bN(t, n) as N tends to
infinity for all t in some interval IR, t0 # I, we need Hypothesis H.3.1 to
be satisfied for all t # I. A sufficient condition for this is the following
hypothesis.
Hypothesis H.5.1. Let (a0 (t), b0 (t))t # R be a given background solu-
tion of the Toda lattice equations (1.1) with
amina0 (t, n)*0 , |b0 (t, n)|*0 , b0 (t, n) # R, (5.2)
for all (t, n) # I_Z with some constants amin>0, *0>0 and an interval
IR. Let t0 # I and suppose [*j] j # N /R, |*j|*0 and such that for all
j # N there exists a solution u of H0 (t0) u=*ju, u # l2 ([0, )). Furthermore,
suppose [,j (t0)] j # N satisfy H0 (t0) ,j (t0)=*j ,j (t0), ,j (t0) # l2 ([0, )), and
:

j=1
&, j (t0)&2l2([0, ))<. (5.3)
First of all we have to verify that H.3.1 is indeed fulfilled for all t # I.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose H.5.1 holds. Then for all (t, n) # I_Z,
:

j=1
&, j (t)&2l2([n, ))<, (5.4)
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the estimate being locally uniform with respect to (t, n). More precisely, if J
is a bounded subinterval JI, a # [0, ) & Z, then for all n # [a, ) & Z,
t # J,
&,j (t)&2l2([n, )):j (a, J) (5.5)
with constants :j (a, J)>0 satisfying
:

j=1
:j (a, J)<. (5.6)
Proof. The claim was proved for t=t0 (respectively J=[t0]) in
Lemma 3.3. To extend (5.4) to all t # I and (5.5) and (5.6) to all bounded
intervals JI we estimate, using (5.1) and H.5.1,
" ddt , j (t)"
2
l2([n, ))
= :

m=n }
d
dt
, j (t, m) }
2
( sup
t # I, m # [n&1, )
a0 (t, m))2 :

m=n
( |, j (t, m+1)+|,j (t, m&1)2)
2*20 (&,j (t)&
2
l2([n+1, ))+&,j (t)&
2
l2([n&1, )) )
c &, j (t)&2l2([n, )) , j # N, t # I, n # Z, (5.7)
with some constant c>0 independent of j, t or n. (For the last inequality
we used (3.4) and H.5.1.) Combining this estimate with the triangle
inequality,
} ddt &,j (t)&l2([n, )) }"
d
dt
, j (t)"l2([n, )) , (5.8)
yields
} ddt ln(&, j (t)&2l2([n, )) ) }c (5.9)
and hence
&,j (t)&2l2([n, ))exp(c|t&t0)&,j (t0)&
2
l2([n, )) . (5.10)
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Thus (5.3) (with Lemma 3.3) implies (5.5) and (5.6). (5.4) is an immediate
consequence. K
We know that (aN(t), bN(t)) solves the Toda lattice equations for all
finite N # N. Moreover, since Lemma 5.2 guarantees that Hypothesis H.3.1
is fulfilled for all t # I we know that aN(t, n) converges to a(t, n) and
bN(t, n) converges to b (t, n) as N tends to infinity for all (t, n) # I_Z.
Therefore, in order to verify that the limits a (t) and b (t) solve the Toda
lattice equations, we merely have to verify that ddt aN(t, n) converges to
ddt a (t, n) and ddt bN(t, n) converges to ddt b (t, n) as N tends to
infinity.
The first step is
Lemma 5.3. Suppose H.5.1 holds. Then for all n # Z,
" ddt [1&CN(t, n)]&1&
d
dt
[1&C (t, n)]&1"1 wwN   0, (5.11)
d
dt
det[1+CN(t, n)] wwN  
d
dt
det1[1+C (t, n)] (5.12)
uniformly with respect to t # JI bounded.
Proof. Because of Lemma 5.2 we can easily verify that the estimate in
Lemma 3.5 holds uniformly with respect to t in any bounded interval JI;
i.e.,
sup
t # J
&C (t, n)&CN(t, n)&1 wwN   0, n # Z, (5.13)
and
sup
t # J
&[1&C (t, n)]&1&[1&CN(t, n)]&1&1 wwN   0, n # Z. (5.14)
Since for M # N _ [],
d
dt
[1&CM (t, n)]&1=&[1&CM (t, n)]&1 \ ddt CM (t, n)+ [1&CM (t, n)]&1,
(5.15)
we only have to control &ddt CM (t, n)& and &ddt C (t, n)&
ddt CN(t, n)& in order to prove (5.11).
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Using (5.1) we find for t # I, n # Z
" ddt CM (t, n)"1
="{ :

m=n+1
[a0 (t, m)(, j (t, m+1) ,l (t, m)+,j (t, m) ,l (t, m+1))
&a0 (t, m&1)(,j (t, m&1) ,l (t, m)+,j (t, m) , l (t, m&1))]=
M
j, l=1"1
 :

m=n+1
[2a0 (t, m) &[,j (t, m+1) ,l (t, m)]Mj, l=1&1
+2a0 (t, m&1) &[, j (t, m&1) ,l (t, m)]Mj, l=1&1 ] . (5.16)
Define
|j (t, m)={,j (t, m),,j (t, m+1),
|,j (t, m)||,j (t, m+1)|,
|,j (t, m)|<|,j (t, m+1)|.
(5.17)
Then
&[,j (t, m+1) ,l (t, m)]Mj, l=1&1
"{,j (t, m+1)|j (t, m) $j, l=
M
j, l=1"
_&[|j (t, m) |l (t, m)]Mj, l=1&1 "{,j (t, m)| j (t, m) $j, l =
M
j, l=1"
 :

j=1
|j (t, m)2. (5.18)
Hence for t # I, n # Z
" ddt CM (t, n)"1 supm # Z a0 (t, m) :

m=n+1
2 :

j=1
[|j (t, m)2+|j (t, m&1)2]
<8*0 :

j=1
&,j (t)&2l2([n, ))<. (5.19)
(In the last step we used m=n+1 |j (t, m)
2<2 &, j (t)&2l2([n+1, )) .) By
Lemma 5.2 the estimate on the right hand side of (5.19) is uniform with
respect to t inside any bounded subinterval JI. Now we can estimate the
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difference &ddt C (t, n)&ddt CN(t, n)&1 in the same way we estimated
&C (t, n)&CN(t, n)&1 (cf (3.14)), thus
" ddt C (t, n)&
d
dt
CN(t, n)"1 wwN   0 (5.20)
for all n # Z uniformly with respect to t inside any bounded interval JI;
(5.11) follows from (5.14), (5.15), (5.19), and (5.20).
To prove (5.12), we calculate for finite N # N, (t, n) # R_Z,
d
dt
det[1+CN(t, n)]=Tr[[1+CN(t, n)]&1
d
dt
CN(t, n)]. (5.21)
(Here Tr( } ) denotes the trace.) By (5.14) and (5.20)
Tr _[1+CN(t, n)]&1 ddt CN(t, n)&
wwN   Tr _[1+C (t, n)]&1 ddt C (t, n)& (5.22)
uniformly with respect to t # JI bounded. Since the convergence is locally
uniform, the derivative of the limit is the limit of the derivative,
d
dt
det[1+C (t, n)]=Tr _[1+C (t, n)]&1 ddt C (t, n)&
= lim
N  
d
dt
det[1+CN(t, n)], (5.23)
the convergence being uniform with respect to t # JI bounded. K
Theorem 5.4. Suppose H.5.1 holds. Then for all n # Z, t # I,
d
dt
aN(t, n) wwN  
d
dt
a (t, n), (5.24)
d
dt
9 (t, n) # l2 (N), " ddt 9 (t, n)&
d
dt
9N(t, n)"l2(N) wwN   0,
(5.25)
d
dt
9 u (t, z, n) # l2 (N), z # C"[*j] j # N , (5.26)
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and hence
d
dt
bN(t, n) wwN  
d
dt
b (t, n). (5.27)
Proof. (5.24) is an immediate consequence of the previous lemma. To
show (5.25) we use (3.24) and (5.1) to get
" ddt 90 (t, n)"
2
l2(N)
4 max
m=n, n+1
a0 (t, n)2 :

j=1
max
n&1mn+1
,j (t, m)2
4*20 :

j=1
:j (J, a)< (5.28)
for all t # I, n # Z. Here :j (J, a) is the constant from Lemma 5.2, we can
choose, e.g., J=[t0 , t] (or [t, t0] for t<t0), a=n&1. Combining (3.24),
(5.11), (5.12), and (5.28) with the convergence results from Section 3
proves (5.25). To establish (5.26) we use an estimate similar to (5.28)
(using (2.11), (2.21) and (5.1)). The calculation yields
} ddt [9 u (t,z,n)]j }
*20
|z&*j |
4 max
n&1mn+2
|u0 (t,z, m)| max
n&1mn+2
|,j (t, m)|
const(t, u0 (z), n) &, j (t)&l2([n&1, )) (5.29)
for z # C"[*j] j # N . To prove (5.27) we use (3.25), (5.12), (5.25), and (5.29)
together with (5.5) and (5.6) in order to establish
d
dt
fN, + (t, z, n) wwN  
d
dt
f, + (t, z, n) (5.30)
for all z # C"[*j]j # N . Together with (3.45) and (5.24) this proves the
claim. K
This finally yields the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 5.5. Suppose H.5.1 holds. Then (a (t), b (t))t # I , is a solution
of the Toda lattice equations,
d
dt
a (t, n)=a (t, n)[b (t, n)&b (t, n+1)],
(5.31)
d
dt
b (t, n)=2[a (t, n&1)2&a (t, n)2]
for all t # I, n # Z.
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Proof. The claim follows, because (aN(t), bN(t))t # I is a solution and
aN(t, n) wwN   a (t, n) by (3.27), bN(t, n) wwN   b (t, n) by (3.46),
ddt aN(t, n) wwN   ddt a (t, n) by (5.24), and ddt bN(t, n) wwN  
ddt b (t, n) by (5.27).
APPENDIX A
The General Solution uN
We want to indicate how to derive our representation (2.13) for uN(z).
We use the formulas in [18] as a starting point. Given a solution u0 (z) of
H0 u0 (z)=zu0 (z) one finds the solution u1 (z) for H1 (cf. [18, Lemma 4.6])
u1 (z, n)=1+&,1&
2
l2([n+1, ))
1+&,1 &2l2([n, ))
u0 (z, n)&1, 1 (n)
W 0n(u0 (z), ,1)
z&*1
. (A.1)
We claim
uN(z, n)= det[1+CN (n)]det[1+CN (n&1)] u0 (z, n)& :
N
j=1
N, j (n)
W 0n(u0(z), ,j)
z&* j
.
(A.2)
The proof is by induction. Let .N+1 denote the background solution
corresponding to the eigenvalue *N+1 if one considers HN as the back-
ground operator, i.e.,
.N+1= det[1+CN (n)]det[1+CN (n&1)] ,N+1 (z, n)& :
N
j=1
N, j (n)
W 0n(,N+1 , ,j)
*N+1&* j
.
(A.3)
To simplify notation we introduce
&(n)=&.N+1&2l2([n+1, )) ; (A.4)
one verifies
(1+&(n)) det[1+CN(n)]=det[1+CN+1 (n)] (A.5)
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(cf. [18, (6.4)]). With this we get from (A.1) and (A.2)
un+1 (z, n)= det[1+CN+1 (n)]det[1+CN+1 (n&1)] u0 (z, n)
& 1+&(n)1+&(n&1) :
N
j=1
N, j (n)
W 0n(u0 (z), ,j)
z&*j
&N+1, N+1 (n)
W Nn (uN(z), .N+1)
z&*N+1
. (A.6)
Then one calculates
uN+1(z)&\ det[1+CN+1 (n)]det[1+CN+1 (n&1)] u0 (z)& :
N+1
j=1
N+1, j (n)
W 0n(u0 (z), ,1)
z&*j +
={& :
N
j=1
W 0n(u0 (z), , j)
z&*j
W Nn (N, j , .N+1)
* j&*N+1
+
W 0n(u0 (z), ,N+1)
z&*N+1
&
W Nn (uN(z), .N+1)
z&*N+1 = N+1, N+1 (n). (A.7)
To prove the claim one has to verify that this difference is equal to zero.
This is achieved by proving
W Nn (uN(z), wN(z~ ))&W
0
n(u0 (z), w0 (z~ ))
=(z&z~ ) :
N
j=1
W 0n(u0 (z), , j)
z&* j
W Nn (N, j , wN(z~ ))
z~ &*j
. (A.8)
The proof is a straightforward induction argument, starting from
W 1n(u1 (z), w1 (z~ ))&W
0
n(u0 (z), w0 (z~ ))
=(z&z~ )
W 0n(u0 (z), ,1)
z&*1
W 1n(1, 1 , w1 (z~ ))
z~ &*1
(A.9)
(cf. [18, (4.32) and (4.31)]).
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